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Abstract

The retention of inventor-employees represents a core strategic concern for firms in innovative

industries. In this paper, we examine the impact of reduced patent enforceability on the mobility

of inventor-employees and explore the related influence on firms’ innovative activities. To analyze

this potential relationship, we use the US Supreme Court ruling eBay Inc. v. MercExchange,

L.L.C., which decreased the use of injunctions in patent infringement cases and, consequently,

the risk firms and individuals faced from being sued for patent infringement. Our analyses rely

on difference-in-differences specifications that include state-year, firm, and technological fixed

effects, and a host of other controls. Using patent application data to track the movements of

50,283 early career patent inventors before and after the ruling, we find that in the post period,

inventor-employees at firms with a greater reliance on intellectual property are relatively more

likely to leave their employer. Moreover, we find that employees most affected by the change

are those involved in basic research and those with generalizable skills, suggesting that the

change in patent enforceability may have improved the outside employment options for certain

inventors. We further detect important implications for firm performance and the direction of

firm innovation resulting from these patterns.
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1 Introduction

Human capital plays a fundamental role in the production of knowledge and subsequent value creation

within a firm, especially in knowledge intensive industries (Coff 1997). As such, a long-standing stream of

research suggests that the loss of skilled employees can be substantially harmful to the firm (Campbell et al.

2012b, Phillips 2002, Wezel et al. 2006), because when talent leaves, important knowledge, capabilities and

expertise may also walk out the door. Prior literature has also shown how firms can use legal instruments,

such as non-compete agreements (Marx et al. 2009, Starr et al. 2018) and patents (Ganco et al. 2015, Kim

and Marschke 2005, Melero et al. 2020), to prevent valuable inventor-employees from leaving. Yet, we know

far less about how changes to the legal infrastructure of intellectual property protection can affect employee

mobility. In this paper, we address this gap by examining how the systematic enforceability of patents

impacts the mobility of inventor-employees.

Although a vast literature has dedicated efforts towards examining the effect of changes in noncompete

enforceability on the mobility of workers and the resulting effects on firms (Marx et al. 2009, Starr et al. 2018,

2019, Kang and Fleming 2020), to our knowledge, there has been no examination of how the enforceability

of patent rights affects worker mobility. Unlike non-compete agreements, patents are not explicitly designed

to prevent employee departure. Yet patents represent a key vehicle through which value is transferred from

employees to the firm. They are important tools for codifying and assigning ownership of knowledge, and

are oftentimes crucial resources for firms in obtaining and sustaining a competitive advantage. As such, by

enabling the appropriation of value from investments into human capital and employees’ R&D activities,

the patent system as a whole can be an essential factor shaping the strategic human capital management of

firms. However, the ability to appropriate value using a patent is not a permanent state, especially given

that patents are probabilistic rights, can be disputed in court, and provided the mobile nature of those that

create patents - employees (Lemley and Shapiro 2005, Palomeras and Melero 2010, Singh and Agrawal 2011).

Moreover, in the most recent past, there have been substantial changes to the United States patent system,

both through legislation and US Supreme Court rulings. Given the uncertainty engendered by these changes,

it is important to understand the mechanisms through which the patent system can affect inventor-employee

mobility.

Patents and patent litigation provide a method for firms to deter competitors from hiring away their

inventor-employees. Because a patent prevents an inventor from practicing an invention at another firm, it

renders a portion of their human capital as firm-specific (Melero et al. 2020). Thus this capital is lost when

the employee leaves their job and makes hiring the employee less attractive to competitors, reducing the

employee’s outside employment options. However, a drop in the enforceability of patent rights could reduce

this deterrence effect, since employees and other firms that hire them have less to fear from allowing the
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employee to practice technologies that are similar to their prior work.

In considering the potential effect of patent rights on employee mobility, it is important to clarify the

factors that give these rights their potency. The strength of the patent system and resulting systemic

effectiveness of patents can be split into three dimensions (Walsh et al. 2016). The first, patentability, is the

range of inventions that patents can protect. The second dimension, the breadth of interpretation on the

boundaries of claims, translates into how close a rival’s invention can be without infringing on a patented

invention. The third dimension, excludability, is determined by the penalty for those who are found guilty of

infringing on a valid patent. Of all the dimensions, the latter may be the most critical for retaining inventor-

employees (Ganco et al. 2015), because the threat of patent enforcement reduces employees’ expected value

from pursuing external commercialization options. But if excludability is weakened, because the penalties

associated with patent infringement have fallen, then the ability of a firm to reduce their inventor-employees’

outside options should also decrease.

In this paper, we ask: Does reducing the penalties associated with patent infringement increase inventor-

employee mobility? Prior literature has shown that both developing a reputation for litigiousness (Ganco

et al. 2015) and obtaining a patent (Melero et al. 2020) can deter inventor-employee exit. Yet it is unclear

how patent enforceability affects these retention strategies. Firms may be able to deter mobility through

their sheer volume of litigation and patents, rather than through the actual risks associated with losing

a patent lawsuit. The vast majority of patent lawsuits settle before trial (Allison et al. 2014), and even a

patent lawsuit where less than a million dollars is at risk is estimated to cost $700,000 in legal fees (American

Intellectual Property Law Association 2019). Given that so few patent lawsuits ever make it to trial, it is

possible that the financial costs and time loss associated with litigation deters mobility, rather than the

penalties associated with losing in court.

To test the potential effect of reduced patent excludability on inventor-employee mobility, we use the

US Supreme Court ruling eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C.. This ruling reduced the penalties associated

with patent litigation by decreasing the use of injunctions in patent infringement cases. By diminishing the

likelihood that an injunction would be granted, the eBay ruling decreased the excludability of patents and

the risk that firms and entrepreneurs faced from being sued for patent infringement. Prior literature has

used this ruling to test the effect of a reduced litigation threat on the amount of innovation produced by

firms (Mezzanotti 2021). In our case, the eBay ruling provides an excellent opportunity to test the effects

of patent enforceability on the mobility of inventors.

Our analysis relies on a difference-in-differences specification, which uses patent application data to track

the movements of 50,283 early career patent inventors before and after the eBay ruling. The level of treatment

is defined based on the ratio of the number of granted patents the firm filed in the inventor-employee’s field
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of work to the number of inventors the firm employs in the inventor-employee’s field. Inventors at firms with

a high patent-to-inventor ratio in their field should have been greatly affected by the ruling, while those at

firms with a low ratio should not have been heavily affected. To rule out other possible confounding factors,

we use state-year, firm, and technological fixed effects, along with a variety of other controls.

We find that inventor-employees at firms with a stronger reliance on patents increase their departure

more after the eBay ruling. A ten percent increase in the ratio of related patents to inventors is associated

with a 4% increase in probability of departure. Inventors with generalizable skills and inventors who engage

in upstream research exit relatively more after the ruling, while inventors with more firm-specific skills are

less affected by the ruling. Moreover, firms whose inventors increase their mobility after the ruling see their

self-citations decrease and and experience a reduction in their exploratory research efforts.

Taken together, our findings provide novel insights that are relevant to at least three core streams of

research. First, we contribute to the literature on the institutional factors that affect inventor mobility

(Akcigit et al. 2016, Hombert and Matray 2017), by honing in on changes in the US patent system. Second,

our results contribute new insights to the research on the use of intellectual property to restrict employee

movement (Marx et al. 2009, Melero et al. 2020) by focusing on how changes to patent enforceability deter

mobility. Finally, our findings also add to the research on micro-level dynamics in strategic factor markets

(Barney 1991, Chatain 2014, Coff 1997, Ross 2012) by providing evidence on how changes to institutional

settings can influence the retention of knowledge workers, and thereby affect the rate and direction of

innovation (Chatterji and Fabrizio 2016, Pisano 2006, Teece 1996).

2 Conceptual Framework

Especially in knowledge intensive industries, inventor-employees play a fundamental role in the production

of innovation and in value creation within a firm (Coff 1997). The retention of inventor-employees is a

core strategic concern for firms in innovative industries, as the tacit knowledge skilled inventors embody is

key for further development of the products they create (Zucker et al. 1998). Moreover, reducing employee

turnover can be central to a firm’s intellectual property strategy, given that employee mobility is a common

channel through which trade secrets can leak to other firms (Friedman et al. 1991). Employee mobility puts

firms in the precarious position of not only placing their competitive advantage at risk, but also benefiting

their competitors through the transfer of ex-employees (Agarwal et al. 2009, Gambardella et al. 2015). In

addition, the firm’s disadvantage may be reinforced by the ability of departing employees to reestablish

valuable complementary assets outside of the firm (Phillips 2002, Wezel et al. 2006). As such, threats to em-

ployee retention and methods of mitigating these challenges are an important topic of strategic management

research.
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A long standing stream of literature has built on the work of Arrow (1962) to establish the important role

that the inter-firm mobility of skilled workers plays in the dissemination of knowledge, and the wide variety

of individual, institutional, and organizational factors that affect mobility (Marx et al. 2009, Palomeras and

Melero 2010, Paruchuri et al. 2006). Our analysis builds on this line of research and focuses on the role that

patent excludability plays in the mobility of skilled employees. Specifically, we focus on the effect that a

drop in the penalties associated with patent infringement has on the mobility of a firm’s inventor-employees.

Although inventor-employees may generate the new inventions embodied in patents, they typically do not

own the patents they produce. Instead, their contracts stipulate that the patents are held by their employers

(Merges 1999). This is an important feature, since prior work suggests that firms can use the ownership

of patents to discourage inventor-employee mobility (Melero et al. 2020). Moreover, additional literature

shows that engaging in patent litigation can be an effective method for discouraging inventor-employees

from leaving (Ganco et al. 2015).

Inventor-employees may have human capital that is specific to the inventions that their employer has

patented (Melero et al. 2020). If inventors and/or their potential new employers believe that they cannot

use this human capital after leaving without being sued, then inventors may not be able to use these skills

after their departure. As prior literature suggests, the loss of this capital can deter inventor-employees

from leaving (Ganco et al. 2015). Without this human capital, inventor-employees may be less valuable

to competing employers, reducing the quality of their outside employment options and making them more

likely to stay with their current employer. Inventors who engage in upstream research such as basic science

may be especially vulnerable to this retention tactic, since any follow-on work is likely to infringe on their

employers’ patents.

As such, it seems possible that reducing patent excludability could encourage inventor mobility, since it

may reduce firms’ ability to use litigation to prevent employees from practicing their invention-specific skills

elsewhere. If other firms are less concerned about the penalties associated with patent infringement, inventors

may be able to use more of their human capital elsewhere, so employee departure may rise. Essentially, the

decreasing threat of penalties may improve inventor-employees’ outside employment options, thus increasing

their rate of departure. As a further consequence, the increasing rate of employee departure may also decrease

firms’ ability to conduct follow-on innovation that is based on their prior work, and to conduct exploratory

work in adjacent technological areas.

Contrarily, it is possible that the sheer volume of litigation and patents provides the primary barrier

to inventor mobility, rather than the penalties associated with infringement. Prior literature indicates that

even patent litigation that is considered “frivolous” can affect firms’ innovation strategies (Appel et al. 2019,

Cohen et al. 2019). It is thus possible that reducing the patent infringement penalties will not affect the loss
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of human capital associated with departure, since the cost of litigation, rather than the penalties associated

with a successful lawsuit, could be enough to deter other firms from using the inventor’s skills. Moreover,

in this case, firms’ ability to conduct follow-on innovation and enter adjacent technological areas should be

unaffected.

Patents and patent litigation can be an effective method for reducing employee turnover (Ganco et al.

2015, Marx et al. 2009, Melero et al. 2020). Yet the role of patent enforceability in the mobility of skilled

employees is unclear. In what follows, we set out to test whether a drop in the penalties associated with

patent infringement increases inventor-employee exit. Understanding the mechanisms of patents’ effect on

inventor-employee mobility is crucial for employers seeking to optimize their use of intellectual property for

employee retention.

3 Estimation Strategy

3.1 The Ideal Experiment

In considering our estimation strategy, it may be useful to conduct a thought experiment first. Intuitively,

we would like to run an experiment that would randomly assign inventor-employees to a treatment group or

a control group. The penalties associated with litigation for subjects in the treatment group would all be

reduced by the same amount, while the penalties for those in the control group would remain unaffected.

We would have the full record of all patent inventors’ employment history, and we could simply compare the

average mobility of inventor-employees in the treatment group to the average mobility of the control group.

The difference in the averages would equal the effect of reduced patent excludability on inventor mobility.

While we cannot implement the experiment described above, it provides a useful guideline for designing

an empirical test and addressing possible threats to identification. For instance, it illustrates the need for

a shock or event that affects certain inventors, and leaves others relatively unaffected, providing us with

treatment and control groups. Otherwise, we may run into the risk of omitted variable bias, where a variable

that is correlated with reduced infringement penalties also affects mobility. Additionally, the ideal experiment

highlights the potential danger of selection bias, specifically through attrition. If half the inventors in the

treatment group disappear midway through the ideal experiment, while the inventors in the control group

remain the same, comparing the average mobility rates for the full period will not capture the true effect of

reduced infringement penalties.

While the ideal experiment described above is not feasible, we have identified a shock that had a similar

effect: the US Supreme Court ruling eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C. This event supplies a useful

opportunity to test the effect of reduced patent excludability on inventor-employee mobility. As we will
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explain further in the next section, the heterogeneous effects of this ruling make it an advantageous setting

for exploring this relationship.

3.2 eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C.

The US Supreme Court ruling eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C. substantially weakened the exclud-

ability of patents, and thus provides a mechanism for testing the effect of reduced infringment penalties

on inventor-employee mobility. The ruling’s key effect was reducing the use of permanent injunctions in

patent infringement cases. A permanent injunction is a court order that forbids an entity from engaging in

certain activities. In cases of patent infringement, if a defendant is found to be infringing on the plaintiff’s

intellectual property, a court may issue a permanent injunction forbidding the defendant from continuing to

infringe, in addition to awarding damages related to past infringement. If the defendant wishes to continue

using the infringing technology, they must negotiate an agreement with the plaintiff.

The risk of a permanent injunction provides plaintiffs with a powerful bargaining position. Even if

the infringed patent covers only a small portion of a product, an injunction gives the plaintiff the ability to

prevent the defendant from selling the product if they cannot work around the infringement. This potentially

allows the plaintiff to extract more value than the technological innovation embodied by the patent generates

(Shapiro 2016). In particular, eBay reduced the use of permanent injunctions in patent litigation cases, thus

improving the bargaining positions of defendants in negotiations related to alleged infringement. This shift

in bargaining power decreased the potential penalties faced by infringing parties.

In what follows, we will provide a brief summary of the case. In 2001, MercExchange sued eBay in

the US District Court for the Eastern District, alleging that eBay willfully infringed patents assigned to

MercExchange. A jury found that eBay had infringed MercExchange’s patents and held eBay liable for $35

million in damages. However, the district court did not grant MercExchange a permanent injunction, which

would have prevented eBay from practicing the technology used in the patents until they had reached a

deal with MercExchange. In response, MercExchange appealed to the US Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit in order to seek a permanent injunction. The Federal Circuit unanimously reversed the district

court’s denial and granted the permanent injunction, noting that there was a “general rule” that permanent

injunctions should be granted after findings of infringement. At this point, eBay appealed to the Supreme

Court to vacate the injunction. The court heard oral arguments on March 29, 2006, and issued its opinion

on May 15, 2006, vacating the injunction, while rejecting the notion of a “general rule” that automatically

granted injunctions in cases of infringement.

According to the Supreme Court ruling, in order for a permanent injunction to be issued after a finding

of infringement, the plaintiff must demonstrate that it meets the terms of a four factor test: (1) that it
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has suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law are inadequate to compensate for that

injury; (3) that considering the balance of hardships between the plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity

is warranted; and (4) that the public interest would not be disserved by a permanent injunction. Prior to the

ruling, courts had almost always issued permanent injunctions against future infringement after a finding

that a defendant had infringed a patent.

Following the ruling, receiving a permanent injunction after a finding of infringement was no longer

nearly automatic. Chien and Lemley (2012) find that the likelihood of obtaining an injunction fell from 95

percent to 75 percent after the ruling. Moreover, the share of cases where plaintiffs filed for a permanent

injunction fell from 1.9% to 1.1% after the ruling (Gupta and Kesan 2017), since many plaintiffs believed

their injunction motions would fail. This reduced threat of injunction strengthened the bargaining position

of defendants in their negotiations with plaintiffs (Shapiro 2016). By lowering the risk of injunction, the

eBay ruling decreased the penalties associated with infringement. Yet as Figure 1 and Figure 2 demonstrate,

the ruling did not lower the volume of patent litigation or patent applications. By reducing the penalties

associated with patent infringement without decreasing the probability of being sued, the eBay ruling enables

us to specifically test how the enforceability of patents affects the mobility of inventors.

3.3 Data

Our analysis relies on data from several different sources. We start with the USPTO Patent Examination

Research Dataset (“Patex”), which sources its data from the public Patent Application Information Retrieval

database (“PAIR”). PAIR contains information on published patent applications filed with the USPTO. This

includes data about the applications, such as the classifications, application types, and filing dates, as well

as information about the examination process, including the names of the examiners (Graham et al. 2015).

Within this dataset, we identify every original utility application filed from 2002 to 2010.

To track inventors across applications, we rely on data from the USPTO’s PatentsView program. This

dataset contains the results of the disambiguation algorithm specific to the inventor data provided in Li et al.

(2014), which allows for the robust identification of individual inventors across applications and granted

patents. To identify the firm that owns the application, we use data from the USPTO Patent Assignment

Dataset (Marco et al. 2015), which provides information on reassignments of applications from inventors to

their employers. The employer reassignment data runs until September 2012, when it became possible for

firms to apply for patents themselves. Prior to September 2012, only inventors could apply for patents, and

inventors had to reassign patent rights to their employer after applying.

We map application owners to firms that are included in the Standard and Poor’s (S&P) Capital IQ

database, which provides names and merger information for a large set of private and public firms. To
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match Capital IQ firm names with assignee names, we first apply the name standardization procedure used

in the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) patent data project. We then run the Jaro–Winkler

algorithm to correct for typos and misspellings, grouping together the best matches with an overlap of 90

percent or higher. Finally, we apply exact string matching to select the final list of standardized assignee

names that coincide exactly with standardized firm names in Capital IQ. Note that this means we are

limiting our sample to firms in the Capital IQ database. Although Capital IQ covers over 100,000 public

firms and millions of private firms, this still means our analysis will not include inventors outside this data,

such as the self-employed and those who only patent outside the US. Since our analysis is focused on the

efforts of employers to retain their employees, and the eBay ruling only affected US patents, we believe these

exclusions are reasonable.

We define inventor mobility based on changes in assignee(s) between two consecutive applications. A

similar method has been used previously in the literature for both patents (Marx et al. 2009, Palomeras

and Melero 2010, Singh and Agrawal 2011, Ganco et al. 2015) and patent applications (Melero et al. 2020).

Relying on this method comes with a number of limitations. An inventor’s career can only be tracked if

they have multiple applications. Moreover, we can only track moves to employers where the applicant filed

patent applications; employers with no applications will be missing from the data. To address concerns

about sample attrition, we run several robustness tests, and find that our results remain consistent.

One potential issue that may arise with this method is that it may misclassify applicants as movers in

case of an acquisition or if the inventor is performing contract R&D. To address this last problem, we do

not consider as actual moves the following changes in assignee(s): (i) those that are followed by a return

to the initial employer within less than one year, as these cases most likely reflect contract research or

collaborations, and (ii) those as a result of mergers and acquisitions, which are detected through information

provided by Capital IQ. Despite following these careful steps, some misclassification error possibly remains

given the nature of the large-scale representative sample used in our study. However, to our understanding,

it is not clear that misclassification is correlated with being more or less affected by the eBay ruling. To the

extent that misclassification produces noise, it should bias our estimates towards zero. To further alleviate

any misidentification concerns and provide the most stringent approach, we impose two key restrictions on

the dataset. First, we only include inventors who filed their first patent application between 2001 and the

eBay ruling, and who had a patent granted based on a patent filed prior to the ruling. This sample represents

a subset of inventors who are relatively early in their careers. We believe the careers of these inventors are

likely to be more sensitive to changes in the threat of patent infringement penalties. Moreover, early career

inventors are more likely to have their value defined by their inventions and patents, rather than managerial

abilities that may become more relevant later in their career. Second, we restrict our pool of inventors to
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those whose first application was assigned to a Capital IQ firm. This allows us to use firm fixed effects in

our regressions, and to consistently measure employer changes.

Our final dataset starts in 2002 and ends in 2009. We track inventors throughout this period. The unit of

observation is an inventor-year. Inventors enter the dataset when they file their first original patent applica-

tion and exit the dataset when they leave their first employer or when they file their last original application.

Inventor moves are dated based on the midpoint between two consecutive application dates, and inventors

with a gap of more than four years between original applications are dropped (Singh and Agrawal 2011). In

order to address attrition concerns, we drop any inventors who stop filing original applications before the

eBay ruling. The dataset used in our analysis consists of 227,335 observations of 50,283 unique inventors

and 3,682 unique firms1. We track 12,462 employment changes, and find that the average probability of a

move is .055. In the next section, we will explain how we use this data to explore the relationship between

reduced patent excludability and employee departure.

4 Patent Excludability and Inventor Mobility

4.1 Empirical Design

In order to test the effect of the eBay ruling on inventor-employee mobility, we need to establish certain firms

and inventors as differentially affected in comparison to others. Since the ruling applied to all patents, there

is no obvious control group. However, the shock from this ruling did not affect every firm-inventor pairing

in the same way, since pairings will vary in the ratio of patents the firm owns in the inventor’s field to the

number of inventors the firm employees in that field. This patent-to-inventor ratio should indicate the firm’s

ability to retain inventors in a given field through the threat of patent infringement penalties, since each

additional patent in a field should reduce an inventor-employees’ ability to use their skills outside the firm

without infringing. Inventor-employees at firms with a low patent-to-inventor ratio in the employee’s field

should be relatively unaffected by the decision. Contrarily, the ruling was very salient for inventor-employees

at firms with a high patent-to-inventor ratio in their technological area.

Following this logic, we exploit variation in the intensity of the treatment—measured by the firm’s

patent-to-inventor ratio in the inventor employee’s technological field—to identify the impact of the deci-

sion on inventor-employee mobility. Specifically, we calculate the number of eventually granted original

patent applications the firm filed from 2001 until the the eBay ruling within the USPC classes in which

the inventor-employee filed successful patent applications during this period. We then divide this by the

number of inventors the firm employed in these classes during this period who filed successful original patent
1Unique firms are counted based on the parent company of the inventor’s initial original application. Each unique

company is a Capital IQ Company ID.
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applications. The resulting figure is the Related Patent-Inventor Ratio for the given firm-employee pairing.

Because this measure skews rightward, we take the natural log to get Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio. In

our framework, inventor-employees with a low Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio, who theoretically were less

affected by the shock, provide a counterfactual for inventor-employees at firms with a high patent-to-inventor

ratio in the inventors’ classes.

This design functionally resembles a difference-in-differences model, where we examine how mobility

changed as a function of the patent-to-inventor ratio. In our baseline specification, each observation is an

inventor-year. We use a linear probability model to estimate the likelihood that an inventor moves between

one year and the next as follows:

(1)Prob(Move)ijt = α+ βPostt × LogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij

+ γLogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij + δDi + ζj + ηt + θit + ϵijt

where i indexes inventors, j indexes firms, and t indexes year. Move is a binary variable that indicates

whether the inventor changed employers. Post is a binary variable that indicates whether the year is 2007

or later. The coefficient β is our estimate of the differential effect of the eBay ruling on the mobility of

subjects with a higher Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio indicating that an inventor is more affected by

patent enforcement. The vector δDi contains a set of inventor characteristics, while ζj and ηt represent

firm and state-year fixed effects, respectively. The vector θit contains a set of technological category fixed

effects based on the six nonexclusive NBER categories, which are equal to one if the inventor has filed an

application in the respective category. By default, we exclude data from the year 2006, because it does not

fall entirely inside or outside the treatment period. We cluster the standard errors at the firm level.

Although our approach cannot perfectly mimic the ideal experiment, it has several key strengths. Because

the ruling affected a wide array of industries, we are able to use a broad cross-section of inventors rather

than focus on a small set that operate within a particular type of technology. Moreover, having a spectrum

of treatment rather than a binary treatment effect allows us to capture the effects of a continuum of changes

to the level of excludability, which is more realistic for managers and policymakers. Finally, the eBay ruling

provides a suitable exogenous shock, with little threat of anticipation or selection into treatment (Mezzanotti

2021).

While our approach has many strengths, we must also acknowledge several potential weaknesses. First,

the patent application data is an incomplete record of inventors’ employment history. If an inventor was

employed by a firm where they did not have a patent application, that firm will not show up in their

employment history, so moves may be missed. Second, as mentioned previously, our analysis contains only

observations where the inventors’ prior applications belonged to firms in the Capital IQ database. Capital

IQ covers over 100,000 public firms and millions of private firms, allowing us to provide accurate estimates
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of the effects of excludability on inventor-employees. However, our analysis does not allow us to capture

how this ruling affected the careers of inventors that may fall outside of this data, such as the self-employed,

and those who only filed patents outside the US. Although these features may be viewed as limitations, we

believe that we are nonetheless likely capturing a highly relevant population.

4.1.1 Summary Statistics.

Table 1 provides a set of summary statistics for the variables used in this paper. The unit of observation in

our analysis is the inventor-year. The figures indicate that the average inventor in the dataset has filed 7.1

patent applications and has been granted 1.8 patents. The average probability that an inventor will move is

.059. The average Related Patent-Inventor Ratio is .491 and the average Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio

is -.814. Please refer to the Appendix Table A1, for further summary statistics.————————————

Insert Table 1 and Figure 1 about here.

————————————

4.1.2 Patent Litigation Risk and Inventor Mobility.

Panel (a) in Figure 1 compares the average mobility between inventor-firm pairings in the top 25 percent

of Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio and those in the bottom 25 percent of Log Related Patent-Inventor

Ratio. It provides a first visual depiction of our main result: prior to the eBay ruling, inventors with higher

Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio were substantially less mobile than those with a low Log Related Patent-

Inventor Ratio. After the ruling, the groups converged, and the inventors with a higher patent-to-inventor

ratio eventually became more mobile than the inventors with a lower patent-to-inventor ratio.

Table 3 provides the main results of our analysis. Each specification includes firm, state-year, and

technological category fixed effects, along with additional controls for inventor characteristics. Inventor

characteristics include Patents Granted, Inventor Years, Applications Filed, Inventor Patent Quality and

Inventor Exposure. Patents Granted is the number of patents that the inventor has been granted as of the

year in question. Inventor Years indicates the number of years since the inventor’s first filed application.

Applications Filed is the number of utility patent applications that the inventor has filed as of the year in

question. Inventor Patent Quality is the average quality of the patents the inventor has filed as of the year

in question, as measured by citations.

Inventor Exposure is a measure of the general prevalence of patent litigation in the technological areas in

which the inventor operates. Following the methodology of Mezzanotti (2021), we calculate the propensity

of patent litigation in each of the USPTO’s USPC patent classes from 2000 until the eBay ruling. We
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then calculate the share of each inventor’s granted patents that were filed from 2000 until the eBay ruling

that were in each USPC class. Finally, we generate Inventor Exposure as the weighted average of litigation

propensity, with the inventor patent shares as the weights. See Appendix Table A2 for the equation for this

calculation.

In Table 2, column (1) we present the baseline estimate relating mobility to reduced patent litigation

threat without inventor controls. We find that inventors with a high Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio

increase their mobility relative to other investors following the ruling. A ten percent increase in Log Related

Patent-Inventor Ratio is associated with a .2 percentage point increase in mobility after the ruling. Com-

paring this estimate to the average mobility in the post-ruling period, this implies an increase in mobility of

about 4.4 percent.

In column (2) we present the baseline estimate relating mobility to reduced patent litigation threat with

inventor controls included. We find that inventors whose employers have high Log Related Patent-Inventor

Ratio increase their mobility relative to other investors following the ruling. A ten percent increase in Log

Related Patent-Inventor Ratio is associated with a .2 percentage point increase in mobility after the ruling.

Comparing this estimate to the average mobility in the post-ruling period, this implies an increase in mobility

of about 4.2 percent. ————————————

Insert Table 2 about here.

————————————

Panel (b) of Figure 1 plots the year-specific differences in mobility associated with inventors with higher

Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio, βjt, and their 95-percent confidence intervals based on the following

specification (2005 is the baseline year):

(2)

Prob(Move)ijt = α+ βPostt × LogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij

+

7∑
i=1

γLogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij × Y eart

+ δLogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij + ζDi + ηj + θt + ιit + ϵijt

where i indexes inventors, j indexes firms, and t indexes year. Move is a binary variable that indicates

whether the inventor changed employers. The β coefficients are our yearly estimate of the differential

mobility of subjects with higher Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio relative to the baseline year. The vector

γDi contains a set of inventor characteristics, while δj and ζt represent firm and state-year fixed effects,

respectively. The vector ηit contains a set of technological category fixed effects based on the six nonexclusive

NBER categories, which are equal to one if the inventor has filed an application in the respective category.

We cluster the standard errors at the firm level.
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The estimated coefficients prior to 2005 are not significantly different from 2005. The year-specific

coefficient in 2006 is substantially larger than 2005, but not at statistically significant level, as the year

was only partly affected by the ruling. The year-specific coefficients in 2007 and after are consistently

statistically significant and positive. The estimates have an increasing trend, which may be explained by

firms and employees learning to adjust to the change in intellectual property regime over time.

Overall, these results provide evidence suggesting that, on average, reduced patent excludability encour-

ages employee mobility. In the Online Appendix, Tables A3 and A4, we present the results from performing

a number of heterogeneity analyses by inventor attributes, and do not find results that are statistically

significant on conventional levels. We test potential concerns about the robustness of our estimates in the

next section.

In the Online Appendix, Table A5, we test whether results differ by the number of inventors employed

by the firm, and find that firms that employ more inventors are less affected by the ruling.

4.1.3 Robustness Checks.

In this section, we conduct a variety of tests to confirm the robustness of our baseline findings. We explore

concerns related to data structure, the measurement of litigation exposure, and the effects of sample attrition.

Results from all tests can be found in Table 3.

As we noted earlier, we structure our data as an inventor-year panel, where observations for each inventor

begin with their first original application year or in 2002, depending on which is later. Each inventor is then

tracked in the data until they leave their original employer, file their last original application, or reach

the year 2009, depending on which is earlier. Between these first and last years, we include years where

the inventor has not filed any original applications, which may downwardly bias our estimates of inventor

mobility. In column 1 we exclude years with no original applications and rerun our baseline regression. We

find that the coefficient on Post × LogRelatedPatent − InventorRatio remains positive and statistically

significant.

Next, we test whether our results are sensitive to the use of a panel structure. We restructure our data

so that each observation is a unique inventor-filing date, thus estimating the probability that an inventor

leaves their employer between original applications filings rather than on a yearly basis. In column 2 we run

our baseline regression with this data structure and find that the coefficient on Post×LogRelatedPatent−

InventorRatio remains positive and statistically significant.

Finally, we perform several tests to address concerns related to sample attrition. Because we track

inventors using patent applications, we only observe inventors if they continue to file applications. This

would be a problem for our study if moving inventors had different probabilities of filing new applications
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and those differences were affected by the eBay ruling. We test the possible effects of a drop in continued

applications on our results using several approaches.

First, we restrict the sample to inventors who filed their first original application before 2003. By

restricting to inventors who started filing before 2003, we are able to test our results for inventors who have

the largest window to file applications in the 2002 to 2009 time period. We rerun our baseline regression

with these data in column 6, and we find that the coefficient on Post×LogRelatedPatent− InventorRatio

remains positive and statistically significant.

Second, we explore how results vary based on changes in application patterns across USPC classes in the

pre and post-eBay periods. For each USPC class, we calculate the average annual original applications in the

five years prior to the ruling and in the three years after the ruling. We then calculate USPC Growth, which

measures how the annual original application counts changed between these two periods. Next, we calculate

Inventor USPC Growth as the weighted average of USPC Growth, with the number of original applications

that the inventor filed in each USPC class in the five years before the ruling serving as the weights. Having

calculated these measures, we split the inventors into high and low-growth samples, with inventors in the top

50 percent of Inventor USPC Growth in the high-growth sample and all other inventors in the low-growth

sample. We then run the baseline regressions for each sample in columns 7 and 8, respectively. In both

samples, we find that the coefficient on Post × LogRelatedPatent − InventorRatio remains positive and

statistically significant.

Third, we explore how our results vary based on overall application propensities for different technologies.

For each USPC class, we calculate USPC Intensity, which measures the number of original applications per

inventor in the class for the five year prior to and three years following the eBay ruling. Next, we calculate

the measure Inventor USPC Intensity as the weighted average of USPC Intensity, with the number of

original applications that the inventor filed in each USPC class in the five years before the ruling and three

years after the ruling serving as the weights. Having calculated these measures, we split the inventors

into high and low-intensity samples, with inventors in the top 50 percent of Inventor USPC Intensity in

the high-intensity sample and all other inventors in the low-intensity sample. We then run the baseline

regressions for each sample in columns 9 and 10, respectively. In both samples, we find that the coefficient

on Post× LogRelatedPatent− InventorRatio remains positive and statistically significant.

Overall, we find that our results for Post × LogRelatedPatent − InventorRatio are highly robust.

This is consistent with the view that a drop in the threat of patent litigation increases the rate of exit by

inventor-employees. Next, we will investigate potential heterogeneous effects that the ruling may have had

on inventor-employees.
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————————————

Insert Table 3 about here.

————————————

5 Patent Excludability, Inventor Mobility, and Heterogeneous Ef-

fects

So far, our evidence indicates that decreasing the threat of patent enforcement increases the mobility of

inventor-employees. This suggests that patent excludability plays a key role in rendering inventor’s human

capital as firm-specific (Melero et al. 2020), preventing them from leaving for other employers. When the

enforceability of patents drops, inventor-employees exit at an increasing rate. In what follows, we examine

potential characteristics that may affect inventors’ reaction to the ruling.

5.1 Inventor Firm-Specificity

5.1.1 Empirical Design.

Firm-specific human capital plays a significant role in preventing employees from leaving their firms (Topel

1991, Lazear 2009). Patents can increase the firm-specificity of inventors’ skills, but they are far from the

only factor that renders human capital firm-specific. Human capital will be more specific when employees

work on projects that are highly unique to the firm, and which require skill combinations that are unique to

the firm (Mayer et al. 2012, Lazear 2009). Non-patent factors that make inventor-employees human capital

more firm specific may reduce the effect of a drop in excludability on inventor mobility. In this section, we

test how the firm-specificity of the inventor-employee’s projects impacts their response to the eBay ruling.

To proxy for firm specificity, we use the proximity of the inventor’s work to other innovation happening

within the firm, as an indicator of how tightly the inventor-employee’s projects match with other projects

at the firm. To calculate this, we measure the similarity of the inventor’s patents to other patents filed by

their employer. Using data from the Patent Similarity Dataset (Whalen et al. 2020), we measure the vector

space model-based similarity of each of the granted patents that each inventor filed to all the other granted

patents filed by their employer from 2000 until the eBay ruling. We then take the average of the three

highest similarity scores for each patent, and finally take the average of these scores across the inventors’

patents to generate the measure Inventor Firm-Specificity. Next, we normalize this measure across inventors

by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation. The formula for this measure can be found

in the Appendix, Table A2.
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To determine whether the effects of eBay differ based on firm-specificity, we run a triple difference-in-

differences estimation using the following specification:

(3)

Prob(Move)ijt = α+ βPostt × LogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij

+ θInventorF irm− Specificityij + ιPostt × InventorF irm− Specificityij

+ µLogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij × InventorF irm− Specificityij

+ κPostt × LogRelatedPatent− InventorRatioij × InventorF irm− Specificityij

+ γDi + δj + ζt + ηit + ϵijt

where i indexes inventors, j indexes firms, and t indexes year. The coefficient κ is the difference in differ-

ences in differences estimator. This provides the estimate of how having a higher firm-specificity influences

the impact of the reduction of patent excludability on inventor-employee mobility. As in our prior specifica-

tions, the vector γDi contains a set of inventor characteristics, while δj and ζt represent firm and state-year

fixed effects, respectively. The vector ηit contains a set of technological category fixed effects based on the

six nonexclusive NBER categories, which are equal to one if the inventor has filed an application in the

respective category. We cluster the standard errors at the firm level.

5.1.2 Results.

Table 4 below provides the results from examining the differential impact of eBay on inventors with higher

Inventor Firm-Specificity. In accordance with the firm-specific capital literature, we expect to find that hav-

ing greater firm-specificity should mitigate the impacts of a decrease in excludability. Across specifications,

we find that inventors with greater firm-specificity are less heavily affected by the ruling than inventors with

lower firm-specificity.

In columns (1) and (2) we present the results of running the regressions without and with controls

for inventor characteristics, respectively. We find that, after the ruling, having a firm-specificity that is

one standard deviation higher decreases the mobility associated with Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio

by .5 and .5 percentage points, respectively. In other words, every additional standard deviation above

average in firm-specificity mitigates the post-ruling increase in mobility associated with higher Log Related

Patent-Inventor Ratio by 46% (.00522/.0114) and 51% (.00541/.0106), respectively. These results are both

statistically significant at the five percent level. The mobility of inventor-employees with a stronger firm-

specificity appears less affected by the drop in infringement penalties, indicating that their firm-specificity

mitigated the impact of the drop in excludability.2 This finding is consistent with the notion that having

inventors with more firm-specific skills can help firms withstand unexpected legal shocks and retain their

employees.
2This finding remains consistent when the sample is split based on firm-specificity.
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————————————

Insert Table 4 about here.

————————————

5.2 Basic Research

5.2.1 Empirical Design.

A key factor in the effect of patent excludability on mobility is the extent to which the firm’s patents are

“upstream” of other innovations. If the inventor’s work is further upstream, then their most valuable projects

are likely to rely on their prior innovations, and they will not be able to pursue these projects outside the

firm without infringing (Galasso and Schankerman 2015). Whereas if the inventor-employee projects at the

firm are downstream, the inventor’s most critical innovations are less likely to rely on their prior work at

the firm. If upstream inventors are more affected by the threat of infringement penalties, they may increase

their exit rate more than other inventors when this threat drops.

To measure the extent to which an inventor-employees’ innovations are upstream, we examine how much

they rely on basic scientific research. Basic research tends to rely on more tacit, and less codified knowledge

(Cassiman et al. 2018). This makes the presence of individuals with experience working with basic research

highly beneficial in producing a related commercial product (Zucker et al. 2002). Basic research has a high

potential to produce follow-on innovations (Akcigit et al. 2021), and firms that engage in more exploratory

research are more likely to allocate resources towards basic research (Bercovitz and Feldman 2007). To

measure the extent to which an inventor’s work relies on basic research, we rely on the nonpatent literature

(NPL) cited in the patents the inventor filed before the eBay ruling (Arora et al. 2018, Fleming and Sorenson

2004). Using data from the Reliance on Science project, we measure the share of NPL cites that are to

scientific journals that are in the top 10% for impact in their field (Marx and Fuegi 2020, 2022). We take

the average of this share across the inventor’s patents to generate the measure Basic Research Share.

To determine whether the effects of eBay differ based on inventor-employee’s proximity to basic research,

we run a triple difference-in-differences estimation using the same specification as in Equation 3, but replacing

Inventor Firm-Specificity with Basic Research Share.

5.2.2 Results.

Table 5 below provides the results from examining the differential impact of eBay on inventors with higher

Basic Research Share. Inventor-employees that are more proximate to basic research likely work on projects

that are more upstream. Across specifications, we find that inventors with greater Basic Research Share are

more heavily affected by the ruling than inventors with lower Basic Research Share.
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In columns (1) and (2) we present the results of running the regressions without and with controls

for inventor characteristics, respectively. We find that, after the ruling, having Basic Research Share that

is ten percentage points higher increases the mobility associated with Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio

by .26 and .25 percentage points, respectively. In other words, every additional ten percentage points in

Basic Research Share raises the post-ruling increase in mobility associated with Log Related Patent-Inventor

Ratio by 11.5% (.00257/.0224) and 11.4% (.00248/.0218), respectively. These results are both statistically

significant at the five percent level, and suggest that inventor-employees whose work is farther upstream are

more impacted by the reduction in infringement penalties, as patents play a larger role in restricting their

mobility.3 This indicates that firms facing a drop in excludability may risk losing some of their most valuable

inventor-employees: those who conduct upstream innovation. These inventors’ play a critical role in firm’s

exploration of new areas of technology (Bercovitz and Feldman 2007), and their presence is highly important

to the success of the projects they conduct for the firm (Cassiman et al. 2018, Zucker et al. 1998).
————————————

Insert Table 5 about here.

————————————

5.3 Inventor Generalizability

5.3.1 Empirical Design.

A key factor in a inventor-employee’s decision to leave their firm will be the quality of their outside employ-

ment options (Campbell et al. 2012a). Patent infringement penalties allow employers to reduce the quality

of their inventors’ employment options. If an inventor cannot use a portion of their skills outside the firm

without infringing on their employers patents, this will make them less attractive to other employers. Yet

patent enforcement is far from the only determinant of an inventors’ outside employment options (Campbell

et al. 2012a, Lazear 2009). Prior work indicates that the generalizability of an employee’s skillset plays a key

role in facilitating their intrafirm mobility (Miric and Ozalp 2020). A worker with skills that can be used in

a broader set of contexts should have a wider array of outside employment options. Thus, when the threat

of infringement penalties, generalist inventors may increase their mobility more than other inventors.

To measure the generalizability of an inventor-employee’s skills, we examine the extent to which their

skills transfer across patent classes. Inventors with greater potential to enter new fields likely possess com-

petencies that are more generalizable. To measure this potential, we look at the USPC classes in which the

inventor filed successful original patent application prior to the ruling. For each 3 digit class in which the

inventor filed, we measure the likelihood that any inventor would who filed in that class would also have
3This finding remains consistent when the sample is split based on Basic Research Share.
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filed in another given USPC class. We count the number of classes where the likelihood is 5% or greater, and

where the inventor has never filed in that class, and we call that count Inventor Generalizability. Because

this metric skews right and includes zeroes, we take the IVS transformation4 to get the variable Log Inventor

Generalizability, which we use as our measure of the generalizability of the inventor-employees’ skillset.

To determine whether the effects of eBay differ based on inventor-employee’s generalizability, we run a

triple difference-in-differences estimation using the same specification as Equation 3, but replacing Inventor

Firm-Specificity with Log Inventor Generalizability.

5.3.2 Results.

Table 6 below provides the results from examining the differential impact of eBay on inventors with higher

Log Inventor Generalizability. Inventor-employees that are more proximate to basic research likely work on

projects that are more upstream. Across specifications, we find that inventors with greater Log Inventor

Generalizability are more heavily affected by the ruling than inventors with lower Log Inventor Generaliz-

ability.

In columns (1) and (2) we present the results of running the regressions without and with controls for

inventor characteristics, respectively. We find that, after the ruling, having Inventor Generalizability that

is ten percent higher increases the mobility associated with Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio by .9 and .8

percent, respectively. These results are both statistically significant at the five percent level, and suggest

that inventor-employees with more generalizable skills are more impacted by the reduction in infringement

penalties, as they have a superior set of outside options.5 Losing generalist inventors poses a significant

problem for firms. Prior research indicates that inventors with diversified skillsets are more likely to integrate

knowledge from beyond their field to produce high-impact innovations (Nagle and Teodoridis 2020). As firms

lose their innovators who conduct upstream researchers and possess generalist skillsets, the drop in patent

excludability may affect firms’ abilities to explore new technological areas. In our next section, we test the

impact of a drop in excludability on firms’ investigation of new fields.

————————————

Insert Table 6 about here.

————————————

4The IVS transformation formula is ln(x + ((x^2 +1)^0.5))
5This finding remains consistent when the sample is split based on generalizability.
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6 Patent Excludability, Inventor Mobility, and Firm-Level Effects

The evidence we have provided thus far, indicates that a drop in excludability increases the rate of exit

for inventor-employees. This increase is especially high for generalists and inventors engaged in upstream

research. Because these types of workers play a key role in firms’ exploration of new technological fields, it

is possible that losing them reduces the extent of firms’ exploratory work. In what follows, we examine firm

exploration following the eBay ruling.

6.1 New Class Entry

6.1.1 Empirical Design.

One way to examine the extent to which firms are conducting exploratory work is to consider whether they

are entering new technological fields. The ability to incorporate information from distant fields of knowledge

is often key to producing breakthrough innovations (Boudreau et al. 2016, Chatterji and Fabrizio 2014, Nagle

and Teodoridis 2020) and to continuously be able to adapt to a changing environment. To measure the extent

to which firms are entering new technological fields, we examine the rate at which they are patenting in new

USPC classes (Ganco et al. 2020). USPC classes represent a set of patent applications that are in the same

technical field (Hall et al. 2001). Thus, when a firm successfully files a patent in a new USPC class, this is

a reasonable indicator that they are entering a new technological field.

As a dependent variable, we construct a measure, New Classes, which is equal to the number of new

classes in which the firm filed a successful patent application in a given year. A class is considered new if

the firm has not filed a successful patent application in that class within the past five years. Because the

patent applications data is not complete before 2001, we can only use granted patents for this part of the

analysis, and this portion of the analysis relies on the the UVA Global Corporate Patent Dataset (Bena

et al. 2017) for the firm-patent mapping. In order to include firm financial metrics in our data, we limit our

analysis to firms that appear in the Compustat data. Since our data relies on US patents, we only include

firms headquartered in the United States, in order to properly capture their entry into new fields. Finally,

we only include firms with more than twenty inventors that had filed original patent applications between

2001 and the eBay ruling, so that the firm-level effects cannot be heavily affected by a single inventor. We

generate a panel dataset with 308 firms observed on a yearly basis from 2002 to 2009, with 2006 excluded.

The firms included in this panel represent 56% of the observations in our main dataset.

To measure the extent to which the eBay ruling may have influenced the firm, we calculate the Related

Patent Inventor Ratio for every inventor that filed a successful original patent application for the firm between

2001 and the eBay ruling. We then calculate the weighted average of this measure, with each inventor being
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weighted by the number of successful patent applications they filed before the ruling. Finally, we take the

natural log of this weighted average to produce Log Weighted Average Patent Inventor Ratio, our measure

of the firm-level mobility shock produced by the ruling.

To determine how eBay may have influenced the rate at which firms entered new fields, we run an

estimation using the following specification:

(4)

NewClassesjt = α+ βPostt + γPostt × LogWeightedAveragePatentInventorRatioj

+ δLogPreviousClassCountjt + ζLogPreviousInventorsCountjt

+ κPreviousPatentsjt + τNewPatentsjt + θLogRevenuejt

+ ιResearchandDevelopmentjt + λOperatingMarginjt + µTj + νIj + ξi + ηj + ϵjt

where j indexes firms and t indexes year. The coefficient γ is the coefficient of interest. This provides

the estimate of how having a higher exposure to the effect of eBay on mobility influences the firm’s entrance

into new classes. Post is a binary variable that is equal to 1 in any year 2007 or later. The variable Log

Previous Class Count indicates the natural log of the number of USPC classes where the firm filed successful

utility patent applications in the previous five years, while Log Previous Inventors Count is the natural log

of the number of inventors who filed successful utility patent applications in the previous five years, Previous

Patents represents the number of successful patent applications the firm filed in the previous five years, and

New Patents represents the number of successful patent applications the firm filed in the focal year. We also

include financial metrics for the focal year. These include Log Revenue, the natural log of the firm’s annual

revenue, Research and Development, the total the firm spent on research and development, and Operating

Margin, which is equal to the firm’s earnings before income and taxes divided by its total revenue. We also

include a series of fixed effects and dummy variables: the vector µTj contains a set of dummy variables for

the NBER sub-categories in which the firm has patented over the previous five years, while νIj , ξi and ηj

represent industry, year, and firm fixed effects, respectively. We cluster the standard errors at the firm level.

6.1.2 Results.

Table 7 below provides the results from examining the differential impact of eBay on firms with higher

Log Weighted Average Patent Inventor Ratio. Because these firms lost generalist inventors and inventors

that engaged in basic research, these firms may have slowed the rate at which they entered new classes.

Across specifications, we find that firms with greater Log Weighted Average Patent Inventor Ratio relatively

decreased their entry into new classes after the ruling.

In columns (1) and (2) we present the results of running the Poisson fixed effect regressions without and

with controls for firm financials, respectively. We find that, after the ruling, having a Weighted Average Patent

Inventor Ratio that is 10% higher is associated with a decrease in the New Classes rate of 2% (eln(1.1)×.203−1)
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and 1.9% (eln(1.1)×.200 − 1), respectively. These results are both statistically significant at the ten percent

level. Taken together, our findings suggest that the loss of generalist inventors and basic research inventors

associated with the drop in excludability may inhibit firms’ ability to enter new technological fields. In the

next of part of our analysis, we test how the loss of these employees may have influenced firms’ reliance on

technology outside the boundaries of the firm.
————————————

Insert Table 7 about here.

————————————
6.2 Firm Citations

6.2.1 Empirical Design.

Another way to examine the extent to which a firm’s innovative direction changes after the eBay ruling is

to consider the sources from which each firm draws knowledge. If the firm relies less on internal knowledge

after the ruling, while external knowledge flows remain constant, this may indicate that the ability of the

firm to carry out its own exploratory innovation has declined. Firms often seek out external knowledge in

order to carry out more exploratory work (Foss et al. 2013, Laursen and Salter 2006). Moreover, exploratory

innovation is more impactful on technological evolution than other innovation, and therefore produces greater

knowledge flows (Rosenkopf and Nerkar 2001). Thus if external knowledge flows stay constant while internal

knowledge flows drop, this may indicate that the firm can no longer rely on its own inventors to explore new

technological areas.

Patent citations are a common method for tracking knowledge flows (Jaffe et al. 1993, Almeida and Kogut

1999). Yet there are limitations to the use of patent citations as a measure of knowledge flows: citations can

be added by examiners (Alcácer and Gittelman 2006), and they vary in their flow measurement accuracy

based on the applicants’ patent strategies, the type of knowledge sources used, the filing jurisdiction, and

the technology of the underlying invention (Corsino et al. 2019). However, knowledge flows from competitors

are relatively likely to be tracked by patent citations, which is especially important for this context (Corsino

et al. 2019). To compare internal and external knowledge flows, we measure the number of citations each

firm makes to its own patents and the number of citations it makes to patents it does not own, excluding

citations added by examiners. To the extent that measurement error is not correlated with the exogenous

shock of the eBay ruling, we believe these are appropriate measures of internal and external knowledge flows

for our analysis, especially external knowledge flows from competitors.

As dependent variables, we construct two measures, Firm Self-Citations and Firm Outside Citations,

which are equal to the number of citations the firms’ successful utility patent applications made in a given

year to the firm’s own patents and to patents the firm does not own, respectively. Because we need patents
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from before the patent application dataset begins, this portion of the analysis relies on the the Global

Corporate Patent Dataset (Bena et al. 2017) for the firm-patent and citation data. We use the same sample

of 308 US Compustat firms with more than 20 inventors that was used in the class entry analysis.

To measure the extent to which the eBay ruling may have influenced the firm, we calculate the Related

Patent Inventor Ratio for every inventor that filed a successful original patent application for the firm between

2001 and the eBay ruling. We then calculate the weighted average of this measure, with each inventor being

weighted by the number of successful patent applications they filed before the ruling. Finally, we take the

natural log of this weighted average to produce Log Weighted Average Patent Inventor Ratio, our measure

of the firm-level mobility shock produced by the ruling.

To determine how eBay may have influenced the rate at which firms relied on internal and external

knowledge flows, we run an estimation using the following specification:

(5)

FirmSelf − Citationsjt/F irmOutsideCitationsjt = α+ βPostt

+ γPostt × LogWeightedAveragePatentInventorRatioj + δLogPreviousInventorsCountjt
+ ζTotalF irmCitationsjt + θPreviousPatentsjt + κNewPatentsjt + ιLogRevenuejt

+ λResearchandDevelopmentjt + µOperatingMarginjt + νTj + ξIj + ηi + τ j + ϵjt

where j indexes firms and t indexes year. The coefficient γ is the coefficient of interest. This provides

the estimate of how having a higher exposure to the effect of eBay on mobility influences the the number of

times the firm cited its own patents or outside patents. Post is a binary variable that is equal to 1 in any year

2007 or later. The variable Log Previous Inventors Count is the natural log of the number of inventors who

filed successful utility patent applications in the previous five years, while Total Firm Citations indicates

the number of citations the firm made to prior utility patents in the given year, New Patents is the number

of successful patent applications the firm filed, Previous Patents represents the natural log of the number

of successful patent applications the firm filed in the previous five years, and New Patents represents the

number of successful patent applications the firm filed in the focal year. We also include financial metrics

for the focal year. These include Log Revenue, the natural log of the firm’s annual revenue, Research and

Development, the total the firm spent on research and development, and Operating Margin, which is equal

to the firm’s earnings before income and taxes divided by its total revenue. We also include a series of fixed

effects and dummy variables: the vector νTj contains a set of dummy variables for the NBER sub-categories

in which the firm has patented over the previous five years, while ξIj , ηi and τ j represent industry, year,

and firm fixed effects, respectively. We cluster the standard errors at the firm level.
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6.2.2 Results.

Table 8 below provides the results from examining the differential impact of eBay on firms with higher Log

Weighted Average Patent Inventor Ratio. Because these firms lost generalist inventors and inventors that

engaged in basic research, these firms may have needed to rely more on external knowledge flows in order to

innovate. Across specifications, we find that firms with greater Log Weighted Average Patent Inventor Ratio

relatively decreased the number of citations they made to their own patents, while the number of citations

they made to outside patents was unaffected.

In columns (1) and (2) we present the results of running Poisson fixed effect regressions with Firm Self-

Citations Firm Outside Citations, respectively. We find that, after the ruling, having a Weighted Average

Patent Inventor Ratio that is 10% higher is associated with a decrease in the Firm Self-Citation rate of

3% (eln(1.1)×.615 − 1), which is statistically significant at the five percent level. Meanwhile, we find no

statistically significant effect on Firm Outside Citations. This indicates that firms more affected by the eBay

ruling decrease the share of their citations that went to their own patents after the ruling. These patterns

may suggest that these firms become relatively more dependent on external knowledge flows to fuel their

own innovations given they experience a drop in reference to their own, but not to outside patents. The

drop in self-citations may indicate that losing their inventor-employees renders firms less able to produce

follow-on innovations to the previous work of their inventors (Moser et al. 2018).

————————————

Insert Table 8 about here.

————————————

7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we examine the impact of reduced patent enforceability on the mobility of individual knowledge

workers between companies. We do so by exploiting a regulatory shock that only reduced patent enforce-

ability for a subset of inventors: the US Supreme Court ruling eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C. Our

analysis relies on data from several different sources, including the USPTO Patent Examination Research

Dataset, S&P Capital IQ, the Patent Similarity Dataset, and Compustat. We use this data to track 50,283

inventors from 2002 to 2009 and apply a difference-in-differences type model to estimate the likelihood of an

inventor move.

Following this approach, we find that inventor-employees at firms with a stronger reliance on patents

increase their departure more after the eBay ruling. A ten percent increase in Log Related Patent-Inventor

Ratio is associated with a 4.2 percent increase in the probability of departure. Inventors with more broadly

applicable skills and inventors who engage in upstream research are relatively more likely to leave a focal firm
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after the ruling, while inventors with more firm-specific skills are less affected by the ruling. This suggests

that the weakening of patent enforceability may have increased the outside options of certain inventors.

For firms aiming to create competitive advantage by pushing the boundaries of knowledge these may be

considered the most valuable inventors (Nagle and Teodoridis 2020). In line with this argument, we further

detect that firms that, on average, experience an increase in inventor mobility after the ruling observe a

reduction in the extent to which follow-on invention builds on their existing stock of knowledge and a stark

reduction in exploratory research. As such, though suggestive, these patterns indicate a possible shift in the

direction of a firm’s inventive activity and potentially critical changes in the capabilities of a firm.

Overall, our results are robust to controlling for a wide array of relevant fixed effects and rely on exploiting

a regulatory shock that reduced the threat of patent enforceability more for certain inventors than for others.

Although this provides a suitable setting and the necessary properties for a “quasi-experimental” empirical

design, in absence of a true “natural experiment”, we cannot completely rule out the possibility of other

confounds, such as selection effects and attrition bias. However, we address these concerns as far as possible

by running a variety of robustness tests, and our main results remain consistent.

Taken together, our findings provide novel insights that are relevant to at least three core streams of

strategy research. First, we contribute to the literature on the institutional factors that affect inventor

mobility (Akcigit et al. 2016, Hombert and Matray 2017), by honing in on changes in the US patent system.

Second, our results contribute new insights to the research on the use of intellectual property to restrict

employee movement (Marx et al. 2009, Melero et al. 2020) by focusing on how changes to patent enforceability

deter mobility. Finally, our findings also add to the research on micro-level dynamics in strategic factor

markets (Barney 1991, Chatain 2014, Coff 1997, Ross 2012) by unveiling critical heterogeneity with regards

to how changes to institutional settings can influence the retention of knowledge workers, and thereby affect

the rate and direction of innovation (Chatterji and Fabrizio 2016, Pisano 2006, Teece 1996). In particular,

we find that although patents per se may be useful tools to “lock in” knowledge workers, the type of

inventors most sensitive to changes in enforceability appear to be those especially crucial for the upstream

and more exploratory inventive capacity of a firm. In the long-run this may severely impede a firm’s ability

to continuously innovate and absorb more basic research (Chatterji and Fabrizio 2014, Fleming 2001, Cohen

and Levinthal 1989).
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Figure 1: Mobility by Year
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Notes: Panel (a) is based on raw data and plots the average mobility for inven-
tors with top 25% Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio versus other inventors with
bottom 25% Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio. Panel (b) plots year-specific DID
coefficients estimated from Equation 1, along with 95% confidence intervals. The
estimated coefficients before 2005 are not significantly different from 2005.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Mean SD p10 p50 p90 Obs.
Move 0.055 0.228 0.000 0.000 0.000 227,335
Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.491 0.437 0.261 0.451 0.700 227,335
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.814 0.443 -1.345 -0.797 -0.357 227,335
Year 2005.441 2.215 2003.000 2005.000 2009.000 227,335
Applications Filed 7.148 10.537 1.000 4.000 16.000 227,335
Inventor Years 2.790 2.180 0.000 2.000 6.000 227,335
Inventor Exposure 0.594 0.530 0.108 0.469 1.195 227,335
Patents Granted 1.778 3.929 0.000 1.000 5.000 227,335
Applications Filed 7.148 10.537 1.000 4.000 16.000 227,335
Inventor Patent Quality 0.520 0.176 0.311 0.507 0.738 227,335
Inventor Firm Specificity 0.006 0.992 -1.128 -0.028 1.179 158,888
Basic Research Share 0.110 0.204 0.000 0.000 0.389 159,656
Inventor Generalizability 7.436 5.305 1.000 7.000 14.000 227,335
Log Inventor Generalizability 2.372 0.951 0.881 2.644 3.333 227,335

Notes: This table reports summary statistics on an inventor-year basis for the sample used in the regressions.
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Table 2: Mobility Results

(1) (2)
DV: Move
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.0205∗∗∗ -0.0208∗∗∗

(0.00582) (0.00598)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0205∗∗∗ 0.0198∗∗∗

(0.00583) (0.00587)
Inventor Exposure -0.00110

(0.00181)
Inventor Years -0.00251∗∗∗

(0.000598)
Applications Filed -0.000420∗∗∗

(0.000125)
Patents Granted 0.00111∗∗∗

(0.000224)
Inventor Patent Quality -0.00631∗

(0.00348)
State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.06271 0.06301
Observations 227,335 227,335

Notes: The unit of analysis is the inventor-year. Column (1) displays results with-
out controls for inventor characteristics, while column (2) displays results with these
controls included. The number of inventors is 50,283 and the number of firms is
3,682. The estimation period is from 2002 to 2009. Robust standard errors are
clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 4: Results by Inventor Firm-Specificity

(1) (2)
DV: Move
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.00999∗∗ -0.0104∗∗

(0.00454) (0.00464)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0114∗∗ 0.0106∗

(0.00557) (0.00557)
Inventor Firm Specificity -0.0155∗∗∗ -0.0154∗∗∗

(0.00212) (0.00211)
Post=1 × Inventor Firm Specificity 0.0114∗∗∗ 0.0112∗∗∗

(0.00267) (0.00268)
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Inventor Firm Specificity 0.00458∗∗ 0.00459∗∗

(0.00188) (0.00187)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Inventor Firm Specificity -0.00522∗∗ -0.00541∗∗

(0.00264) (0.00265)
State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Inventor Controls No Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.05903 0.05918
Observations 158,868 158,868

Notes: The unit of analysis is the inventor-year. Inventor Firm-Specificity is calculated based on patent sim-
ilarity. Column (1) displays results without controls for inventor characteristics, while column (2) displays
results with these controls included. The number of inventors is 50,283 and the number of firms is 3,682. The
estimation period is from 2002 to 2009. Robust standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table 5: Results by Basic Research Share

(1) (2)
DV: Move
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.0234∗∗∗ -0.0233∗∗∗

(0.00851) (0.00868)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0224∗∗∗ 0.0218∗∗∗

(0.00772) (0.00777)
Basic Research Share 0.00421 0.00428

(0.00906) (0.00913)
Post=1 × Basic Research Share 0.0150 0.0138

(0.0121) (0.0124)
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Basic Research Share -0.00352 -0.00357

(0.0105) (0.0105)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Basic Research Share 0.0257∗∗ 0.0248∗∗

(0.0121) (0.0124)
State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Inventor Controls No Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.06342 0.06359
Observations 159,627 159,627

Notes: The unit of analysis is the inventor-year. The number of inventors is 50,283 and the number of firms is 3,682.
Column (1) displays results without controls for inventor characteristics, while column (2) displays results with these
controls included. The estimation period is from 2002 to 2009. Robust standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 6: Results by Inventor Generalizability

(1) (2)
DV: Move
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.00882∗ -0.00897∗

(0.00526) (0.00539)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00327 0.00351

(0.00636) (0.00638)
Log Inventor Generalizability -0.0132∗∗∗ -0.0132∗∗∗

(0.00304) (0.00304)
Post=1 × Log Inventor Generalizability 0.0153∗∗∗ 0.0156∗∗∗

(0.00412) (0.00411)
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Log Inventor Generalizability -0.00618∗∗ -0.00622∗∗

(0.00307) (0.00301)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Log Inventor Generalizability 0.00909∗∗ 0.00866∗∗

(0.00420) (0.00423)
State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Inventor Controls No Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.06311 0.06341
Observations 227,335 227,335

Notes: The unit of analysis is the inventor-year. The number of inventors is 50,283 and the number of firms is 3,682. Column
(1) displays results without controls for inventor characteristics, while column (2) displays results with these controls included.
The estimation period is from 2002 to 2009. Robust standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table 7: New Class Entry Results

(1) (2)
DV: New Classes
Post=1 -0.298∗∗∗ -0.334∗∗∗

(0.0872) (0.0896)
Post=1 × Log Weighted Average Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.203∗ -0.200∗

(0.118) (0.119)
Log Previous Class Count -0.816∗∗∗ -0.805∗∗∗

(0.171) (0.172)
Log Previous Inventors Count 0.527∗∗∗ 0.476∗∗∗

(0.116) (0.127)
Previous Patents -0.000132∗ -0.000128∗

(0.0000680) (0.0000716)
New Patents 0.000361∗∗∗ 0.000362∗∗∗

(0.000126) (0.000121)
Log Revenue 0.130∗∗

(0.0648)
Research and Development -0.0000217

(0.0000599)
Operating Margin -0.0000944

(0.000397)
Technology Subcategory Dummies Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes
Year & Firm FE Yes Yes
Observations 2,142 2,142
Log Pseudolikelihood -3698.2 -3693.3

Notes: The unit of analysis is the firm-year. The number of firms is 308. Only firms that are in the
Compustat database, headquartered in the United States, and have more than twenty inventors are
included. Column (1) displays results using a Poisson fixed effects model, and column (2) adds controls
for firm financials. The estimation period is from 2002 to 2009. Robust standard errors are clustered by
firm. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 8: Firm Self-Citation and Outside Citation Results

(1) (2)
Firm Self-Citations Firm Outside Citations

Post=1 -0.183∗∗ -0.0610
(0.0836) (0.0744)

Post=1 × Log Weighted Average Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.309∗∗ -0.0700
(0.130) (0.101)

Log Previous Inventors Count 0.641∗∗∗ 0.299∗∗∗
(0.149) (0.0886)

Total Firm Citations 0.0000243∗∗∗ 0.0000353∗∗∗
(0.00000510) (0.00000374)

Previous Patents -0.0000129 0.00000769
(0.0000197) (0.0000126)

New Patents 0.0000248 -0.0000621
(0.0000568) (0.0000586)

Technology Subcategory Dummies Yes Yes
Year & Firm FE Yes Yes
Firm Financials Yes Yes
Observations 2,037 2,149
Log Pseudolikelihood -36783.5 -209348.4

Notes: The unit of analysis is the firm-year. The number of firms is 308. Only firms that are in the Compustat database,
headquartered in the United States, and have more than twenty inventors are included. Column (1) displays results from a
Poisson fixed effect model with Firm Self-Citations as the dependent variable. Column (2) displays results from a Poisson
fixed effect model with Firm Outside Citations as the dependent variable. The estimation period is from 2002 to 2009. Robust
standard errors are clustered by firm. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A1: Full Sample Summary Statistics

Mean SD p10 p50 p90 Obs.

Move 0.059 0.235 0.000 0.000 0.000 276,104
Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.485 0.430 0.250 0.448 0.699 276,070
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.815 0.444 -1.351 -0.798 -0.355 273,379
Year 2005.529 2.032 2003.000 2006.000 2008.000 276,104
Applications Filed 7.147 10.372 1.000 4.000 16.000 276,104
Inventor Years 2.797 2.087 0.000 3.000 6.000 276,104
Inventor Exposure 0.597 0.539 0.106 0.469 1.206 276,104
Patents Granted 1.761 3.810 0.000 1.000 5.000 276,104
Applications Filed 7.147 10.372 1.000 4.000 16.000 276,104
Inventor Patent Quality 0.521 0.174 0.315 0.507 0.737 276,104
Inventor Firm Specificity -0.000 1.000 -1.141 -0.034 1.180 194,226
Basic Research Share 0.110 0.204 0.000 0.000 0.389 191,214
Inventor Generalizability 7.346 5.278 1.000 7.000 14.000 276,104
Log Inventor Generalizability 2.356 0.956 0.881 2.644 3.333 276,104

Notes: This table reports summary statistics on an inventor-year basis for the full sample.
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Table A3: Top Patent Results

(1) (2)
DV: Move
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.0208∗∗∗ -0.0206∗∗∗

(0.00605) (0.00602)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0189∗∗∗ 0.0191∗∗∗

(0.00607) (0.00603)
Top Patent Filed=1 -0.00299

(0.00470)
Post=1 × Top Patent Filed=1 0.0128∗∗

(0.00612)
Top Patent Filed=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00131

(0.00531)
Post=1 × Top Patent Filed=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00404

(0.00644)
Inventor Exposure -0.00112 -0.00112

(0.00181) (0.00181)
Inventor Years -0.00248∗∗∗ -0.00254∗∗∗

(0.000598) (0.000596)
Applications Filed -0.000437∗∗∗ -0.000425∗∗∗

(0.000126) (0.000126)
Patents Granted 0.00105∗∗∗ 0.00104∗∗∗

(0.000222) (0.000223)
Inventor Patent Quality -0.00601∗ -0.00692∗∗

(0.00357) (0.00348)
Top Patent Granted=1 0.00249

(0.00881)
Post=1 × Top Patent Granted=1 0.00511

(0.00997)
Top Patent Granted=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.00354

(0.0108)
Post=1 × Top Patent Granted=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00956

(0.0121)
State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.06306 0.06301
Observations 227,335 227,335

Notes: The unit of analysis is the inventor-year. This table displays the results from regressions
with Top Patent Filed and Top Patent Granted as the key differentiating variables. Top Patents
are those that are in the top 5% most cited compared to other patents granted in the same quarter
and NBER category. Top Patent Filed is equal to one if the inventor filed a Top Patent before the
eBay ruling, while Top Patent Granted is equal to one if the inventor was granted a Top Patent
before the eBay ruling. Column (1) displays results for Top Patent Filed and column (2) displays
results for Top Patent Filed. Standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A4: Top Scope Patent Results

(1) (2)
DV: Move
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.0198∗∗∗ -0.0207∗∗∗

(0.00573) (0.00602)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0179∗∗∗ 0.0193∗∗∗

(0.00571) (0.00600)
Top Scope Patent Filed=1 -0.00989

(0.00633)
Post=1 × Top Scope Patent Filed=1 0.0135∗

(0.00775)
Top Scope Patent Filed=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.00353

(0.00482)
Post=1 × Top Scope Patent Filed=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00744

(0.00618)
Inventor Exposure -0.00107 -0.00112

(0.00180) (0.00181)
Inventor Years -0.00246∗∗∗ -0.00249∗∗∗

(0.000588) (0.000585)
Applications Filed -0.000387∗∗∗ -0.000416∗∗∗

(0.000113) (0.000123)
Patents Granted 0.00104∗∗∗ 0.00109∗∗∗

(0.000219) (0.000234)
Inventor Patent Quality -0.00615∗ -0.00629∗

(0.00342) (0.00347)
Top Scope Patent Granted=1 -0.00435

(0.00631)
Post=1 × Top Scope Patent Granted=1 0.00790

(0.00709)
Top Scope Patent Granted=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00171

(0.00766)
Post=1 × Top Scope Patent Granted=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.00123

(0.00832)
State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.06307 0.06301
Observations 227,335 227,335

Notes: The unit of analysis is the inventor-year. This table displays the results from regressions with Top
Scope Patent Filed and Top Scope Patent Granted as the key differentiating variables. Top Patents are
those that are in the top 5% for scope compared to other patents granted in the same quarter and NBER
category. We proxy for scope using the number of words in the first independent claim of the patent,
with fewer words indicating a greater scope. Top Scope Patent Filed is equal to one if the inventor filed a
Top Scope Patent before the eBay ruling, while Top Scope Patent Granted is equal to one if the inventor
was granted a Top Scope Patent before the eBay ruling. Column (1) displays results for Top Scope Patent
Filed and column (2) displays results for Top Scope Patent Filed. Standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A5: Firm Inventor Count Results

(1) (2)
DV: Move

Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio -0.0299∗∗∗ -0.0300∗∗∗

(0.00377) (0.00381)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0270∗∗∗ 0.0265∗∗∗

(0.00473) (0.00474)
Post=1 × Firm Inventor Count -0.00000194 -0.00000190

(0.00000157) (0.00000159)
Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Firm Inventor Count 0.00000330∗∗ 0.00000327∗∗

(0.00000129) (0.00000131)
Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio × Firm Inventor Count -0.00000299∗∗ -0.00000300∗∗

(0.00000146) (0.00000147)
Inventor Exposure -0.000927

(0.00187)
Inventor Years -0.00249∗∗∗

(0.000604)
Applications Filed -0.000422∗∗∗

(0.000130)
Patents Granted 0.00109∗∗∗

(0.000234)
Inventor Patent Quality -0.00669∗∗

(0.00330)

State-Year FE Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes
Adjusted R-Squared 0.06306 0.06336
Observations 227,335 227,335

Notes: The unit of analysis is inventor-year. This table displays the results from regressions with
Firm Inventor Count as the key differentiating variable. Column (1) displays results without
controls for inventor characteristics, while column (2) displays results with these controls included.
Firm Inventor Count measures the number of unique patent inventors associated with the inventor-
employee’s firm. Standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A6: Results by Technological Field

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
DV: Move Biotech Pharma Mechanical Medical Devices Software

Post=1 × Log Related Patent-Inventor Ratio 0.0181 0.0188 0.0104 0.0561∗∗∗ 0.0497∗

(0.0177) (0.0231) (0.00928) (0.0175) (0.0254)

State-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Tech-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inventor Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adjusted R-Squared -0.03904 0.1159 0.08693 0.1191 0.09073
Observations 240 4,070 34,546 11,366 24,218
Injunct. Grant Rate 100% 92% 75% 65% 53%

Notes: The unit of analysis is inventor-year. This table displays the results from regressions with inventors
that have filed in different technological fields. Column (1) displays results for inventors who have filed
patents in NBER sub-category 33, column (2) displays results for inventors who have filed patents in NBER
sub-category 31, column (3) displays results for inventors who have filed patents in NBER category 5, column
(4) displays results for inventors who have filed patents in NBER sub-category 32, and column (5) displays
results for inventors who have filed in USPC classes 715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 725, 726, 901, or 902. Injunct.
Grant Rate is the share of permanent injunction filings in the technological field that were granted in the 7.5
years after the eBay ruling, based on data from (Seaman 2016).Note that (Seaman 2016) assigns patents to
technological field manually rather than by class. Standard errors are clustered by firm.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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